


20th Place Media was launched in 2017 with a mission: flood the comic book industry with 
iconic, larger-than-life (and hopefully stereotype-defying) Black and Brown characters … 
and, in the process, help to broaden the perception of people of color in America and 
around the world. 

With that mission in mind, we quickly dropped our first crop of comic releases, starring 
our trio of heroes — the cosmic freedom fighter Moses, masked crime hunter Makossa, 
and sci-fi secret agent Nia Griggs. Since then, we’ve been in the lab cooking up a ton of 
new material. And now, as we all bounce back from a globe-gripping pandemic, we’re 
finally ready to show fans what we’ve been creating. 

Which brings us to the digital Look Book you’re currently reading; it’s designed to give 
you a sneak peek at 20th Place Media’s publishing plans for this year (and beyond), 
showcasing some super-cool comic book covers, comic pages, full-page strips and more. 
So, scroll through and get ready for the next-generation of super heroism!
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Art by Juan C. Baez



Makossa: Throwback Special #1
Art by Sean Damien Hill



Moses: Genesis
Pencils by Juan C. Baez, inks by Jon Lyons



Moses: Genesis
Pencils by Juan C. Baez, inks by Jon Lyons



Art by Juan C. Baez, Colors by Manuel Avila
Nia Griggs & The Kemetic Sisterhood of Science: One-Shot



Volume Zero
Art by Sean Damien Hill




